TO: ALL CONCERNED AGENCIES

SUBJECT: MONTHLY MESSAGING CONSUMABLE RATE FOR USERS OF COMPUTERIZED ARTIST ACCREDITATION SYSTEM (CAAS)

Registered users of the CAAS will be charged by the POEA Messaging Service Provider with a monthly messaging consumable rate of Two Hundred Fifty Pesos (P250.00) equivalent to ten (10) artists uploaded for audition and issuance of original Artist Accreditation Card (AAC) or sixteen (16) artists uploaded for renewal of ARB into AAC. This reduced monthly rate will be applicable to recruitment agencies that are not using the Contracts e-Submission System.

For those recruitment agencies using the Contracts e-Submission System, you do not need to enter into another contract with the POEA Messaging Service Provider. Your usage of the messaging system both for contracts e-submission and CAAS will be consolidated into your existing account with Five Hundred Peso monthly consumable rate.

For information and guidance.

ROSALINDA DIMAPILIS-BALDOZ
Administrator
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